Careers 2020
Compiled by UTC South Durham, this
booklet contains information about the
following:
How to write a CV
How to write a cover letter
Additional resources, including links to
careers websites, can be found on UTC's
website.

CV Hints and Tips
The main purpose of a CV is to interest an employer sufficiently to invite the writer to an
interview. It is a sales document – a chance for someone to sell themselves in writing to
an employer. Remember it is a summary, not an autobiography! The following outlines
good practice when writing a CV.

A CV Should...

Be no more than two sides of A4.
Be easy to follow - most employers will only spend a minute looking over it so you
need to convey information clearly!
Have a sensible layout and a consistent font and font size throughout.
Not have lots of boxes, pictures, or bright colours - keep it simple!
Clearly describe your experience and achievements, but make sure that you are
concise and that the information is relevant to the job!

Top Tips
Keep copies of all of the
letters, CVs and application
forms you send out – you will
need them to prepare for
interviews.
A CV is always a work in
progress, adapted for each
employer and job. Ensure you
keep it up to date throughout
your career, changing it to
suit different jobs.

Beware these common errors! Make
sure that you:
Identify what the employer is looking for and only
give relevant information.
Check your presentation, spelling and grammar proofread, proofread, proofread!
Avoid putting things on your CV that you cannot
talk about or back up at interview.
Don't undersell and underestimate what you have
to offer – make sure you take time to draw out
your past achievements and match this to the job
you are applying for.

CV Example Template

CV Profile Examples
A highly motivated and a hardworking individual with an eagerness to learn and
develop personal skills in a practical setting. Currently studying Mechanical
Engineering at University with a drive to gain employment in this field. Excellent
communication and presentation skills with experience of managing a project to a
specified deadline. A high level of IT ability with strong technical knowledge.
Focused and determined to gain knowledge and skills to support career growth as
a Mechanical Engineer, always willing to study and train.

A qualified Machine Operator with extensive experience of manufacturing engineering
and a certificate in CNC Programming. Now looking for the next role. Competent in the
safe operation of production equipment, adhering to quality standards and maximising
cost effectiveness, optimal running and equipment efficiency. Pays attention to detail,
handling precision pieces of equipment. Solution orientated, hands on and comfortable
working at pace and with manufacturing challenges.

An experienced Administrator accustomed to working in fast paced office
environments. Excellent organisational skills, with the ability to prioritise own
workload, take the initiative and work autonomously, supporting colleagues as
needed. Strong IT skills. Functions effectively under pressure, approaching tasks
with confidence and clarity. Passionate about completing work to non-negotiable
high standards of accuracy. Good interpersonal skills, a professional manner and a
flexible attitude.

A talented Web Developer/Designer with extensive experience across a range of
projects, spanning the complete development lifecycle from initial assessment
through to handover documentation and support. Able to design and develop
responsive, standards compliant, secure and reliable web solutions and to deal with
continual change, contributing constructively to improvement cycles. Comfortable
working collaboratively in a cross-functional team to deliver quality software. An
independent problem-solver, with first class written and verbal communication skills.
A customer focussed individual with many years’ experience as a successful Financial
Adviser, able to communicate easily and effectively with customers, with a genuine
enthusiasm for delivering exceptional service. A passion to be the best and driven to
identify potential sales opportunities. Able to remain calm under pressure, always
polite and friendly with customers and colleagues. A flexible an self-motivated team
worker with excellent time management skills, strong numeracy skills and a keen eye
for detail.

CV Key Words
Consider using some of the following words in your CV. They are given in alphabetical
order:

Cover Letter Example
The Purpose of a Cover Letter...
To introduce yourself to an organisation
To draw attention to what is in your CV or application form
To show how keen you are to get the job and work for the employer
To motivate the reader to invite you for an interview
To set you apart from other applicants

Top Tips
Make sure the cover
letter is no more than a
page of A4 long.
This is a chance to
show off your writing
skills - but make sure
you proofread!

